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In this paper, a mathematical model to study the survival of species dependent
on a resource under the industrialization pressure in a given region with diffusion
is proposed and analyzed. In the absence of diffusion, criteria for local stability,
instability, and global stability are obtained. A model to conserve the resource
biomass and to control the undesired level of industrialization pressure is also
presented. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The depletion of forest biomass due to the rapid pace of industrializa-
tion pressure and increase in population has become a serious problem for
w xboth industrialized and developed countries 4, 6, 7, 8 . Deforestation has
led to many undesirable ecological and environmental consequences such
as top soil erosion, shortage of rainfall, lowering the water table, undesir-
able climatic change, and formation of wasteland, apart from the obvious
w xeconomic one 4, 6 . Deforestation has also caused migration and even
Ž . w xextinction of certain animal species at least locally 6, 8 . The Doon
Valley in India is such an example where the depletion of forest biomass
w xhas changed the overall ecological structure of the valley 6 . Manmade
projects such as the expansion of agricultural land for food production,
growth of mining and wood based industries, development of housing
complexes, timber trade, and cutting of trees for fuel and fodder, etc. are
w xresponsible for the ecological degradation 6, 7, 8 . Therefore, the various
developmental projects leading to industrialization, although essentially
required for the benefit of human beings, must be undertaken by keeping
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in view the scientific methods of environmental planning and management
for maintaining ecological balance. In recent years, some investigations
have been made to study the effect of industrialization pressure on
w xresource biomass 7, 8 , but little attention has been paid to study such
effects on resource dependent biological species with diffusion using
w xmathematical models 2, 3, 7, 9, 12 . In this paper, therefore, a mathemati-
cal model in terms of nonlinear differential equations with diffusion, to
study the survival of species dependent on resource in industrial environ-
ments, is proposed and analyzed. The effect of conservation of the re-
source biomass density and control of the undesired level of industrializa-
tion pressure is also incorporated in the model.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We consider a forest habitat to consist of a simple closed region R with
smooth boundary › R. We assume that the density of wildlife species,
resource biomass, and industrialization pressure are governed by general-
w x w xized logistic type equations 1, 10 . Following 2, 3, 8, 9 the model
governing the system can be written by means of the following system of
the autonomous differential equations:
› N r N 20 2s r B N y q D = N ,Ž . 1› t K B , IŽ .1
› B
2s Bg B , K y a Ip B y bNq B q D = B , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2› t
› I
2s If I , L q a Ip B q D = I.Ž . Ž .1 3› t
Here =2 s › 2r› x 2 q › 2r› y2 is the Laplace diffusion operator and
Ž . Ž .N t, x, y , B t, x, y are the densities of wildlife species, resource biomass,
Ž .and I t, x, y is the industrialization pressure, respectively, at coordinate
Ž .x, y g R and time t G 0.
Ž .We impose the following boundary and initial conditions on 2.1 :
N x , y , 0 s f x , y G 0,Ž . Ž .
B x , y , 0 s c x , y G 0,Ž . Ž .
I x , y , 0 s j x , y G 0,Ž . Ž .
› N › B › I
s s s 0, 2.2Ž .
› n › n › n
where n is the unit outward normal to the region › R.
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Ž . Ž .In 2.1 the function r B is the specific growth rate coefficient of the
wildlife species and it increases as biomass density increases. The function
Ž .r B may satisfy the following three types of conditions:
r 0 ) 0, r 9 B ) 0 for B G 0, 2.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .
i.e., resource biomass is an alternate food for the wildlife species. Here the
wildlife species depends partially on the resource biomass density,
r 0 s 0, r 9 B ) 0 for B G 0, 2.3bŽ . Ž . Ž .
i.e., the wildlife species wholly depends upon the resource biomass density,
r 0 - 0, r B s 0 for some B ) 0, r 9 B ) 0 for B G 0, 2.3cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
i.e., the wildlife species act as a predator on the resource biomass density.
Ž .The function K B, I is the carrying capacity of the forest habitat for1
wildlife species which increases as the density of the forest biomass
increases and decreases as the industrialization pressure increases. Hence
we assume
› K B , I › K B , IŽ . Ž .1 1
K 0, 0 s K ) 0, ) 0, - 0 for B G 0,Ž .1 10 › B › I
2.4Ž .
where K is the carrying capacity independent of B and I.10
Ž .The function g B, K is the specific growth rate of forest biomass. For
small density, the forest will grow in absence of wildlife and industrializa-
tion pressure. However, there is a carrying capacity K beyond which the
forest resource will decline. Thus we assume
› g B , K › g B , KŽ . Ž .
g 0, 0 s g ) 0, - 0, ) 0 and g K , K s 0.Ž . Ž .0 › B › K
2.5Ž .
Ž .The function f I, L is the specific growth rate of industrialization
pressure and it satisfies
› f I , L › f I , LŽ . Ž .
f 0, 0 s f ) 0, - 0, ) 0 and f L, L s 0,Ž . Ž .0 › I › L
2.6Ž .
where L is the carrying capacity for the industrialization pressure.
Ž . Ž .The functions p B and q B are functional responses corresponding to
industrialization pressure and wildlife species, respectively. Since the func-
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Ž .tional response p B increases with the increase of forest resource biomass
density, we assume
p 0 s 0, p9 B ) 0 for B G 0 and lim p B s p - ‘. 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘
B“‘
Ž . Ž .The function q B has similar properties as p B , therefore we have
q 0 s 0, q9 B ) 0 for B G 0 and lim q B s q - ‘. 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘
B“‘
Ž .Also in model 2.1 D , D , D are the diffusion coefficients in R for1 2 3
the wildlife species, the resource biomass, and the industrialization pres-
sure, respectively. The positive constants a and b are depletion rate
coefficients of the forest biomass due to the industrialization and wildlife,
respectively, and a is the growth rate coefficient of industrialization due1
to forest biomass.
3. THE MODEL WITHOUT DIFFUSION
Ž . Ž . Ž .In the case of no diffusion D s D s D s 0 2.1 and 2.2 take the1 2 3
form
r N 20ÇN s r B N y ,Ž .
K B , IŽ .1
ÇB s Bg B , K y a Ip B y bNq B , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ÇI s If I , L q a Ip B ,Ž . Ž .1
N 0 s f G 0, B 0 s c G 0, I 0 s j G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where ?’ drdt; N x, y, t s N t , B x, y, t s B t , I x, y, t s I t .
Ž .Stability analysis of 3.1
Ž . Ž .We first analyze 3.1 when the wildlife species of density N t depends
Ž .partially on the resource biomass B t . In such a case the resource
biomass may be considered as an alternate resource for the species. In this
Ž . Ž . Ž .case the function r B satisfies 2.3a and we take r 0 s r ) 0.0
Existence of equilibria
Ž . Ž . Ž .Putting dxrdt x s N, B, I s 0 in 3.1 , and on solving these equa-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tions we get eight equilibria namely, E 0, 0, 0 , E 0, K, 0 , E 0, 0, L ,10 11 12
UÄ ÄŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . ŽE K , 0, 0 , E K 0, L , 0, L , E N, B, 0 , E 0, B, I , E N*,13 10 14 1 15 16 17
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.B*, I* . The equilibria E ]E obviously exist, and we shall show the10 14
existence of other equilibria as follows.
Ž .Existence of E N, B, 0 : Here N and B are the positive solutions of the15
following equations:
r B K B , 0Ž . Ž .1
N s , 3.2aŽ .
r0
Bg B , KŽ .
N s . 3.2bŽ .
bq BŽ .
Ž .From 3.2a we note that
lim N s K ) 0, 3.2cŽ .10
B“0
dN 1 › K B , 0Ž .1s r 9 B K B , 0 q r B ) 0. 3.2dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1½ 5dB r › B0
This shows that N is an increasing function of B starting from K .10
Ž .From 3.2b we note that
when B “ K , N “ 0, 3.2eŽ .
g 0, KŽ .
when B “ 0, N “ , 3.2fŽ .
bq9 0Ž .
dN 1 › g B , K Bg B , K q9 BŽ . Ž . Ž .
s g B , K q B y , 3.2gŽ . Ž .2½ 5dB bq B › B bq BŽ . Ž .
dN K › g K , KŽ .
lim s - 0. 3.2hŽ .
dB bq K › BB“K Ž .
Ž .From 3.2g we note that dNrdB may be positive or negative depending
Ž . Ž .upon the values of the functions g B, K and q B . However, it is negative
in the neighborhood of the point B s K. Further, dNrdB is negative
provided
1 › g B , K Bq9 B y q BŽ . Ž . Ž .
- . 3.2iŽ .
g B , K › B Bq BŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus the two isoclines 3.2a and 3.2b intersect at a unique point N, B
under the condition
g 0, KŽ .
K - . 3.2jŽ .10 bq9 0Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence the equilibrium point E N, B, 0 exists provided 3.2i and 3.2j15
hold.
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .Existence of E 0, B, I : Here B and I are the positive solutions of the16
system of algebraic equations
Bg B , KŽ .
I s , 3.3aŽ .
a p BŽ .
f I , L s ya p B . 3.3bŽ . Ž . Ž .1
As in the existence of E , it can be seen that the equilibrium E exists,15 16
provided the following conditions hold:
1 › g B , K Bp9 B y p BŽ . Ž . Ž .
- 3.3cŽ .
g B , K › B Bp BŽ . Ž .
and
g 0, KŽ .
L - . 3.3dŽ .
a p9 0Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 1. For p B s B, q B s B, 3.2i and 3.3c are satisfied
automatically.
U Ž .Existence of E N*, B*, I* : Here N*, B*, and I* are the positive17
solutions of the following algebraic equations:
r B K B , IŽ . Ž .1
N s , 3.4aŽ .
r0
1
I s r Bg B , K y bq B r B K B , I , 3.4bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1a r p BŽ .0
f I , L s ya p B . 3.4cŽ . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .From 3.4a it is clear that N increases as B increases or as I decreases.
Ž .From 3.4b we note that following:
when B “ 0, 1 “ IUc
1
U Uwhere I s g 0, K y bq9 0 K 0, I 3.4dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .c 1 ca p9 0Ž .
when B “ K, I “ IU where IU is a zero ofK K
F I s a r Ip K q bq K r K K K , I . 3.4eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
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We also have
bq B r B › K B , I dIŽ . Ž . Ž .1
1 q
a r p B › I dBŽ .0
g B , KŽ .
s p B y Bp9 BŽ . Ž .2a p BŽ .
b r B K B , IŽ . Ž .1q p9 B q B y p B q9 BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2a r p BŽ .0
1 › g B , KŽ .
q r B y bq B r 9 B K B , IŽ . Ž . Ž .0 1r a p B › BŽ .0
› K B , IŽ .1ybq B r B . 3.4fŽ . Ž . Ž .
bB
Now dIrdB - 0 if either
Ž . Ž .i the right hand side of 3.4f is negative and the coefficient of
Ž . Ž .dIrdB in the left hand side of 3.4f is positive 3.4g
or
Ž . Ž .ii the right hand side of 3.4f is positive and the coefficient of
Ž . Ž .dIrdB in the left hand side of 3.4f is negative. 3.4h
Ž . Ž .Thus from the above analysis it is clear that 3.4b and 3.4c intersect at
Ž . U Ž . Ž .a unique point B*, I* if I ) L and either 3.4g or 3.4h hold.c
Knowing the values of B* and I*, the value of N* can then be
Ž .computed from 3.4a .
Stability of equilibria
The local stability of the equilibria can be studied from variational
w xmatrices 1 corresponding to each equilibrium. By computing the varia-
tional matrices corresponding to each equilibrium we note the following
obvious remarks:
Ž .1. E 0, 0, 0 has unstable manifold along the N-B-I space.10
Ž .2. E 0, K, 0 is a saddle point whose unstable manifold is locally in11
the N-I plane and stable manifold is locally along the B-direction.
Ž .3. E 0, 0, L is a saddle point whose unstable manifold is locally in12
the N-B plane and stable manifold is locally along the I-direction, pro-
Ž .vided 3.3d holds.
Ž .4. E K , 0, 0 is a saddle point whose unstable manifold is locally13 10
Ž .along the N-direction provided 3.2j holds.
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Ž Ž . .5. E K 0, L , 0, L is a saddle point whose stable manifold is14 1
locally in the N-I plane and whose unstable manifold is locally along the
B-direction, provided
g 0, K y aLp9 0 y bK 0, L q9 0 ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .6. E N, B, 0 has unstable manifold locally along the I-direction15
and has stable manifold locally in the N-B plane, provided
› g B , KŽ .
g B , K q B y bNq9 B - 0.Ž . Ž .
› B
Ä ÄŽ .7. E 0, B, I has unstable manifold locally along the N-direction16
and has stable manifold locally in the B-I plane if
Ä› g B , KŽ .Ä Ä Ä Äg B , K q B y a Iq9 B - 0.Ž . Ž .
› B
In general, there is no obvious remark to be made about the stability of
EU to be locally asymptotically stable. In the following theorem we shall17
show that EU is locally asymptotically stable.17
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. In addition to 2.3a , 2.4 ] 2.8 if the following inequali-
ties hold:
› g B*, KŽ .
G* s g B*, K q B* y a I*p9 B* y bN*q9 B* - 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
› B
3.5aŽ .
2r N* › K B*, I* bq B*Ž . Ž .0 1
r 9 B* q yŽ . 2 › B B*K B*, I*Ž .1
r G*0
- y , 3.5bŽ .
K B*, I* B*Ž .1
2
a p B* G* › f I*, LŽ . Ž .
q a p9 B* - , 3.5cŽ . Ž .1B* B* › I
2r N* › K B*, I* r › f I*, LŽ . Ž .0 1 0
- y , 3.5dŽ .2 › I K B*, I* › IK B*, I* Ž .Ž . 11
then EU is locally asymptotically stable.17
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Ž .Proof. Linearizing 3.1 by substituting
N s N* q n , B s B* q b , I s I* q i
and using the following positive definite function around EU :17
2 2 21 n b i
U n , b , i s q q , 3.6aŽ . Ž .
2 N* B* I*
Ž .it can be seen that the time derivative of U along the solutions of 3.1 is
Ž .negative definite under 3.5 , proving the theorem.
In the following theorem we will find conditions which guarantee that
EU is globally asymptotically stable. We first state that the following17
Ž .lemma which establishes a region of attraction for 3.1 . The proof of this
lemma is easy and hence is omitted.
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. The set V s N, B, I : 0 F N F N , 0 F B F K, 0 F1 K
4I F L is a region of attraction for all solutions initiating in the non-negati¤eK
orthant, where
a p KŽ .1
N s r K K K , 0 rr , L s L 1 q .Ž . Ž .K 1 0 K ½ 5f 0, LŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. In addition to 2.3a , 2.4 ] 2.8 , let p B , q B , g B, K ,
Ž . Ž .f I, L , and K B, I satisfy the following conditions:1
p BŽ .
0 F r 9 B F r , p F p9 B F p , p F F p ,Ž . Ž .m 0 1 2 3B
d p BŽ .
p F F p ,4 5ž /dB B
q B d q BŽ . Ž .
q F F q , q F F q , K F K B , 1 F K K , 0 ,Ž . Ž .0 1 2 3 m 1 1ž /B dB B
› g B , K › K B , I › K B , IŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
r Fy Fr , 0F Fr , 0Fy Fr ,0 1 2› B › B › I
› f I , LŽ .
r F y F r , 3.6bŽ .3 4› I
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in V for some positi¤e constants r , p , p , p , p , p , p , q , q , q , q , K ,1 m 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 m
r , r, r , r , r , r .0 1 2 3 4
If the following inequalities hold:
2r N r r0 K 1 0 w xr q q bq - r q a I*p q bN*q , 3.7aŽ .m 1 0 4 22 K B*, I*K Ž .1m
2w x w xa p q a p - r r q a I*p q bN*q , 3.7bŽ .1 1 3 3 0 4 2
2r N r r0 K 2 0
- r , 3.7cŽ .32 K B*, I*K Ž .1m
then EU is globally asymptotically stable with respect to all solutions17
Ž .initiating in the positive orthant for proof see the Appendix .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 2. If the function r B satisfies 2.3b then 3.1 can be
analyzed in a similar fashion as described earlier. For example, it can be
Ž . Ž .seen that there are six equilibria, namely E 0, 0, 0 , E 0, K, 0 ,20 21
UÄ ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .E 0, 0, L , E N, B, 0 , E 0, B, I , E N*, B*, I* . It can be also22 23 24 25
Ž . Ž . Ž .checked that E exists if 3.2i holds. E exists, if 3.3c and 3.3d hold.23 24
U Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E exists, if in addition to 3.4g or 3.4h , g 0, K ) aLp9 0 holds. The25
stability behavior of the equilibria is similar to the case described earlier.
Ž . Ž .Remark 3. If the function r B satisfies 2.3c , then it can be seen that
Ž . Ž . Ž .there are six equilibria, namely E 0, 0, 0 , E 0, K, 0 , E 0, 0, L ,30 31 32
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .E N, B, 0 , E 0, B, I , E N*, B*, I* . It can be checked that E33 34 35 33
Ž . Ž .exists if in addition to 3.2i , B F K holds, where B is defined in 2.3c .a a
Ž . Ž . U Ž .E exists under 3.3c and 3.3d . E exists if in addition to 3.4g or34 35
Ž .3.4h , the following inequality holds:
r g 0, K y bq 0 r 0 K 0, IU ) a r Lp9 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 c 0
The stability behavior of the equilibria can be studied in a similar
fashion as in the case when the wildlife species partially depends on the
resource.
4. THE MODEL WITH DIFFUSION
Ž . Ž .In this section we analyze 2.1 only for the case when r 0 ) 0. A
Ž .similar analysis can be carried out for the case when r 0 s 0 and
Ž .r 0 - 0. The steady state solutions are obtained by solving the system of
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equations given below,
r N 20 2r B N q q D = N s 0,Ž . 1K B , IŽ .1
Bg B , K y a Ip B y bNq B q D =2B s 0, 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
If I , L q a Ip B q D =2I s 0,Ž . Ž .1 3
› N x , y › B x , y › I x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .
s s s 0, x , y g › R .Ž .
› n › n › n
U Ž .We observe that N s N*, B s B*, I s I* of E also satisfy 4.1 and is17
Ž .the uniform steady state for 2.1 .
U Ž .We wish to show that if E is asymptotically stable for 3.1 , then the17
Ž . Ž .corresponding steady state is also asymptotically stable for 2.1 ] 2.2 .
Now we prove it by considering the following Liapunov function:
W N t , B t , I t s HH V N t , x , y , B t , x , y , I t , x , y dA,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .R
Ž .where V N, B, I is defined in the Appendix.
Thus
› V › N › V › B › V › IÇW N , B , I s q q dAŽ . HH ž /› N › t › B › t › I › tR
s I q I . 4.2Ž .1 2
where
ÇI s V N , B , I dA, 4.2aŽ . Ž .HH1
R
› V › V › V
2 2 2I s D = N q D = B q D = I dA. 4.2bŽ .HH2 1 2 3ž /› N › B › IR
ÇWe assume that V does not change its sign in the region R. Then I has1
Ç Çthe same sign as V. Thus if V F 0, then I F 0. We also have the following1
conditions:
› V › V › V
1. s s s 0 for all points of R,
› N › B › I› R › R › R
› 2V › 2V › 2V
2. s s s 0,
› N› B › B › I › I › N
› 2V › 2V › 2V
3. ) 0, ) 0, ) 0.2 2 2› N › B › I
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Again, using Green's first identity we have
› V › V › N › V
2= N dA s ds y = ? =N dA,HH E HH ž /› N › N › n › NR › R R
where s is the arc length of › R.
Also
222› V › V › N › N
= ? =N s q .2ž / ž / ž /› N › x › y› N
Ž .Using 2.2 we get
222› V › V › N › N
2= N dA s y q dA F 0.HH HH 2ž / ž / ž /› N › x › y› NR R
Thus
2 22 22 2› V › N › N › V › B › B
I s y D q q D qHH2 1 22 2ž / ž /½ 5 ½ 5ž / ž /› x › y › x › y› N › BR
222› V › I › I
qD q dA F 0. 4.2cŽ .3 2 ž /½ 5ž /› x › y› I
ÇHence W s I q I F 0.1 2
U Ž . Ž .Thus if E N*, B*, I* is globally asymptotically stable for 3.1 , then17
the corresponding uniform steady state is also globally asymptotically
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .stable for 2.1 ] 2.2 . Further we note that even if V ) 0 i.e., if I ) 0 , by1
Çincreasing D , D , D sufficiently large, W can be made negative. In other1 2 3
words, we say that the unstable steady state of the system without diffusion
can be made stable by increasing the diffusion coefficients.
5. CONSERVATION MODEL
Conservation of environment and ecology to sustain life and at the same
time to ensure progress has become the challenge of the day. In Sec. 4 it is
noted that the density of the resource biomass may vanish due to uncon-
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trolled industrialization pressure and consequently the survival of the
species living in that habitat may be threatened. Keeping this in mind, we
propose a model to conserve the forestry biomass and to control the
Ž .undesired level of industrialization pressure. Let F t be the density of1
the effort applied to conserve the resource biomass by afforestation,
Ž .irrigation, fencing, etc., and let F t be the density of effort applied to2
control the undesired level of industrialization pressure. It is assumed that
F is proportional to the variance of the biomass from its carrying capacity,1
and F is proportional to the undesired level of the industrialization2
pressure. The system may then be governed by the following autonomous
differential equations:
› N r N0 2s r B N y q D =N ,Ž . 1› t K B , IŽ .1
› B
2s Bg B , K y a Ip B y bNq B q u F q D = B ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 1 2› t
› I
2s If I , L q a Ip B y u F I q D = I , 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 3› t
› F B1 s s 1 y y g F ,1 1 1ž /› t K
› F2 s s I y I H I y I y g F .Ž . Ž .2 c c 2 2› t
The initial and boundary conditions are as follows:
N x , y , 0 s f x , y G 0, B x , y , 0 s c x , y G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
I x , y , 0 s j x , y G 0, F x , y , 0 s x x , y G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
F x , y , 0 s z x , y G 0,Ž . Ž .2
› N › B › I › F › F1 2s s s s s 0; t ) 0,
› n › n › n › n › n
Ž .where n is the outward unit normal to the region › R. 5.2
Ž .In 5.1 , the constants s ) 0, s ) 0 are the growth rate coefficients of1 2
Ž . Ž .F t and F t , respectively, and g ) 0, g ) 0 are their respective1 2 1 2
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Ž .depreciation rate coefficients, u is the growth rate coefficient of B t due1
Ž . Ž .to the effort F t , and u is the depletion rate coefficient of I t due to1 2
Ž .the effort F t . Also I is the critical value of I which is assumed to be2 c
Ž .harmless to the resource biomass. The function H I y I is the unit stepc
function which takes into account the case when I F I . Other parametersc
Ž . Ž .and functions in 5.1 are the same as in 2.1 .
6. THE CONSERVATION MODEL WITHOUT DIFFUSION
Ž .In the case of no diffusion, we take D s D s D s 0 in 5.1 . It can1 2 3
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .be checked that there are two equilibria, viz. E 0, B, I, F , F and1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ .E N, B, I, F , F . We shall establish the existence of the equilibrium E1 2 ÄÄ Ãonly and the existence of E will then follow from the existence of E.
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃExistence of E. We note that N, B, I, F , F are the positive solutions1 2
of the following algebraic equations:
N s r B K B , I rr , 6.1aŽ . Ž . Ž .1 0
u s B1 1
Bg B , K s a Ip B q b r B q B K B , I rr y 1 y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 ž /g K1
6.1bŽ .
u s2 2
f I , L s ya p B q I y I H I y I , 6.1cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 c cg2
s B1
F s 1 y , 6.1dŽ .1 ž /g K1
s2
F s I y I H I y I . 6.1eŽ . Ž . Ž .2 c cg2
Ž .From 6.1b we get
when B “ 0, then I “ ‘, 6.2aŽ .
when B “ K , then I “ I where I is a zero ofk k
F I s r a Ip K q bq K r K K K , I . 6.2bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
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We also have
bq B r B › K B , I dIŽ . Ž . Ž .1
1 q
a r p B › I dBŽ .0
1 u s1 1s r g g B , K y p B y Bp9 BŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 12 ž /Kg r p BŽ .1 0
qbg r B K B , I p9 B q B y p B q9 BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
› g B , KŽ .
yr u s p9 B q g r Bp BŽ . Ž .0 1 1 1 0 › B
ybg q B r 9 B K B , IŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
› K B , IŽ .1ybg q B r B . 6.2cŽ . Ž . Ž .1 › B
We note that dIrdB - 0, when either
Ž . Ž .i the right hand side of 6.2c is negative and the coefficient of
Ž . Ž .dIrdB in the left hand side of 6.2c is positive, 6.2d
or
Ž . Ž .ii the right hand side of 6.2c is positive and the coefficient of
Ž . Ž .dIrdB in the left hand side of 6.2c is negative. 6.2e
Ž .From 6.1c we note that
when B “ 0, then I “ I , 6.3aŽ .0
where I is given by0
g2
I s f I , L q I . 6.3bŽ . Ž .0 0 cu s2 2
We also have
g › f I , L dI g aŽ .2 2 1
1 y s p9 B , 6.3cŽ . Ž .ž /u s › I dB u s2 2 2 2
which shows that dIrdB ) 0.
Ž . Ž .Thus from the above analysis, we note that 6.1b and 6.1c intersect at
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .a unique point B, I under 6.2d or 6.2e .
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Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃKnowing the values of B and I, the values of N, F , F can be computed1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .from 6.1a , 6.1d , and 6.1e , respectively.
ÄÄBy computing the variational matrix corresponding to E it can be
ÄÄchecked that E is a unstable point.
ÃIn the following theorem we have found the conditions for E to be
locally asymptotically stable.
THEOREM 6.1. Let the following inequalities hold:
Ã ÃB › g B , KŽ .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃG s g B , K q y a Ip9 B y bNq9 B - 0, 6.4aŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .
› B
2Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãr N › K B , I bq B r GŽ .Ž .0 1 0Ãr B q y - y ,Ž .
2 ž /Ã Ã› BÃ Ã Ã ÃB BK B , I K B , IŽ . Ž .1 1
6.4bŽ .
2Ã Ã Ãa p B G › f I , LŽ . Ž .Ãy q a p9 B - , 6.4cŽ .Ž .1 ž /ž /Ã Ã › IB B
2Ã Ã Ã Ãr N › K B , I r › f I , LŽ .Ž .0 1 0
- y , 6.4dŽ .
2 › I › IÃ Ã Ã ÃK B , I K B , IŽ . Ž .1 1
Ãthen E is locally asymptotically stable.
Ž .Proof. Linearizing 6.1 with D s D s D s 0 by substituting N s1 2 3
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃN q n, B s B q b, I s I q i, F s F q f , F s F q f and using the1 1 1 2 2 2
Liapunov function
2 2 2 2 21 n b i Ku f u f1 1 2 2
U n , b , i , f , f s q q q q , 6.5Ž . Ž .1 1 2 Ã Ã Ã Ã2 2 sN B I 2 s B 21
it can be checked that the derivative of U with respect to t is negative1
Ž .definite under 6.4 . This proves the theorem.
ÃWe now show that E is also globally asymptotically stable. For this we
need the following lemma, which establishes a region of attraction for
Ž .5.1 , whose proof is easy and hence is omitted.
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LEMMA 6.1. The set
V s N , B , I , F , F : 0 F N F N , 0 F B F B , 0 F I F LŽ .2 1 2 m m m½
s s1 2
0 F F F , 0 F F F L ,1 2 m 5g g1 2
attracts all solutions initiating in the interior of the positi¤e orthant, where
1r2r B K B , 0 K 4u sŽ . Ž .m 1 m 1 1
N s , B s 1 q 1 q ,m m ž /r 2 g Kg 0, KŽ .0 1
a p BŽ .1 m
L s L 1 q .m ž /f 0, LŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6.2. In addition to 2.3a , 2.4 ] 2.8 , let r B , p B , q B ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .g B, K , f I, L , and K B, I satisfy the following conditions:1
0 F r 9 B F r , p F p9 B F p ,Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ãm 0 1
p B d p BŽ . Ž .
p F F p , p F F p ,Ã Ã Ã Ã2 3 4 5ž /B dB B
q B d q BŽ . Ž .
q F F q , q F F q ,Ã Ã Ã Ã0 1 2 3ž /B dB B
Ã ÃK F K B , 1 F K B , 0 ,Ž . Ž .m 1 1 m
› g B , K › K b , I › K B , IŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
r F y Fr , 0F F r , 0 F y F r ,Ã Ã Ã Ã0 1 2› B › B › I
› f I , LŽ .
r F y F r 6.6Ž .Ã Ã3 4› I
Ãin V for some positi¤e constants r , p , p , p , p , p , p , q , q , q , q , K ,Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã2 m 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 m
r , r, r , r , r , r . If the following inequalities hold:Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã0 1 2 3 4
2
r N r rÃ0 m 1 0 Ã Ãr q q bq - a Ip q bNq q r , 6.7aŽ .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãm 1 4 2 02Ã Ã ÃK K B , IŽ .m 1
2 Ã Ãa p q a p - a Ip q bNq q r r , 6.7bŽ .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã1 1 3 4 2 0 3
2Ãr N r rÃ0 m 2 0
- r , 6.7cŽ .Ã32Ã Ã ÃK K B , IŽ .m 1
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Ãthen E is globally asymptotically stable with respect to all solutions initiating in
the positi¤e orthant.
ÃProof. Taking the following positive definite function about E:
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃV N , B , I , F , F s N y N y N ln NrN q B y B y B ln BrBŽ . Ž .ž / ž /1 1 2ž /
Ku 21Ã Ã Ã Ãq I y I y I ln IrI q F y FŽ . Ž .ž / 1 1Ã2 Bs1
u 22 Ãq F y F 6.8Ž .Ž .2 22 s2
Ž .it can be checked that the derivative of V with respect to t along 5.1 is1
Ž .negative definite under 6.7 , proving the theorem.
7. THE CONSERVATION MODEL WITH DIFFUSION
Ž .We now consider 5.1 with D ) 0, D ) 0, D ) 0. We shall show in1 2 3
ÃŽ .the following theorem that the uniform steady state N x, y, t s N,
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B x, y, t s B, I x, y, t s I, F x, y, t s F , F x, y, t s F of 5.1 is1 1 2 2
globally asymptotically stable.
Ã Ž .THEOREM 7. If the equilibrium E of 5.1 without diffusion is globally
asymptotically stable, then the corresponding positi¤e uniform steady state of
Ž . Ž .5.1 ] 5.2 is also asymptotically stable with respect to all solutions such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f x, y ) 0, c x, y ) 0, j x, y ) 0, x x, y ) 0, z x, y ) 0, x, y g R.
Proof. Considering the following positive definite function,
W s V N , B , I , F , F dA 7.1Ž . Ž .HH1 1 1 2
R
Çit can be verified under an analysis similar to Sec. 4 that W is negative1
Ç Ž .definite if V is negative definite, where V is defined in 6.8 . This1 1
completes the proof.
Ç Ç Ç ÇBy comparing V with W, and V and W , we note that there is extra1 1
Ç Çnegative term in W and W . This shows that the global stability is more1
plausible in a diffusive system than in the case of no diffusion.
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8. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
In this section we present a simulated analysis to explain the applicabil-
ity of the results by choosing the following particular form of functions in
Ž . Ž .3.1 and 5.1 :
r B s r q r B ,Ž . 0 1
K B , I s K q K B y K I ,Ž .1 10 11 12
B
g B , K s r 1 y , 8.1Ž . Ž .B ž /K
I
f I , L s r 1 y ,Ž . I ž /L
p B s q B s B ,Ž . Ž .
where all coefficients are positive.
Ž . Ž .Now we choose the following values of parameters in 3.1 , and in 8.1 :
r s 10.0, r s 0.02, K s 25.0, K s 0.05,0 1 10 11
K s 0.01, r s 5.0, K s 35.0, a s 0.04,12 B
b s 0.06, r s 8.0, L s 15.0, a s 0.03. 8.2Ž .I 1
Ž .With the above set of values of parameters in 3.1 , we show the effect
of industrialization on N and B in the following example.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 1. Using 8.1 and the above set of parameters given in 8.2
Ž . U Uit can be checked that 3.4g and I ) L for the existence of E arec 17
satisfied, and EU is given by17
N* s 26.79435, B* s 19.24329, I* s 16.08244. 8.3Ž .
Ž .It can be verified that 3.5 in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. This shows that
EU is locally asymptotically stable.17
Ž .By choosing K s 10.0 in Theorem 3.2 it can also be seen that 3.7 arem
satisfied, which shows that EU is globally asymptotically stable.17
EXAMPLE 2. To show the effect of afforestation and control of industri-
alization pressure we choose again the same set of functions as given in
Ž . Ž .8.1 and the same set of parameters as given in 8.2 with the following
Ž .additional values of parameters for 5.1 without diffusion:
u s 3.0, u s 1.5, s s 4.5, s s 4.0,1 2 1 2
8.4Ž .
g s 0.1, g s 0.2, I s 1.0.1 2 c
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Ã ÃIt can be seen that conditions for existence of E are satisfied, and E is
given by
Ã Ã ÃN s 27.92672, B s 28.58464, I s 1.27263,
Ã ÃF s 8.24832, F s 5.45254. 8.5Ž .1 2
Ž .It can also be checked that 6.4 in Theorem 6.1 are satisfied, which
Ãshows that E is locally asymptotically stable.
Ã Ž .Again choosing K s 10.0 in Theorem 6.2, it can be verified that 6.7m
Ãare satisfied. This shows that E is globally asymptotically stable.
Ž . Ž .Comparing 8.3 and 8.5 we note that the equilibrium levels of wildlife
species and resource biomass increase whereas the equilibrium level of
industrialization pressure decreases due to the conservation effort.
9. SUMMARY
This paper is an attempt to investigate the survival of wildlife species
dependent on resource in an industrial environment with diffusion. The
species is assumed to be partially or wholly dependent or just predating on
the resource biomass. The dynamics of the wildlife species, the resource
biomass and the industrialization pressure are assumed to be governed by
an autonomous logistic differential equations. The model has been ana-
lyzed using stability theory of differential equations. In absence of diffu-
sion, criteria for local and global stability for positive equilibrium are
obtained. It has been concluded that the increasing industrialization may
lead to a decrease in the density of the resource biomass and consequently
the survival of the species may be threatened in absence of diffusion, but
diffusive migration may prevent extinction of the species.
A model to conserve forestry biomass by afforestation, irrigation, fenc-
ing programs, etc. and to control an undesired level of industrialization is
also proposed. It has been noted here that if suitable efforts are made to
conserve the resource biomass and to control the undesired level of
industrialization pressure, the resource biomass can be maintained at
desired level and thus the survival of wildlife species living in the habitat
may be ensured.
By analyzing the diffusion models, it has been shown that the stability is
more plausible in a diffusion system than the case of no diffusion. For a
given habitat, it has been pointed out that the unstable steady state of a
system without diffusion can be made stable by increasing the diffusion
coefficients. Since forest diffusion is too slow, when forest habitat is under
industrialization pressure, a forestry regeneration program is needed to
prevent extinction of species.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We consider the following positive definite
function about EU :17
V N , B , I s N y N* y N* ln NrN* q B y B* y B* ln BrB*Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
q I y I* y I* ln IrI* . A1Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Differentiating V with respect to t along the solutions of 3.1 we get
r0 2ÇV s y N y N*Ž .ž /K B*, I*Ž .1
2y a I*n B q bN*n B q l B B y B*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1
2y l I I y I*Ž . Ž .2
q h B y r Nj B , I y bq B rB N y N* B y B*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0 1
q a h B y a p B rB B y B* I y I*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
y r Nj B*, I N y N* I y I* A2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2
where
¡r B y r B*Ž . Ž .
, B / B*~h B s ,Ž . B y B*1 ¢r 9 B* , B s B*Ž .
¡p B y p B*Ž . Ž .
, B / B*~h B s ,Ž . B y B*2 ¢p9 B* , B s B*Ž .
¡ p B p B*Ž . Ž .
y r B y B* , B / B*Ž .
B B*~n B s ,Ž .1 d p BŽ .
, B s B*¢ ž /dB B BsB*
¡ q B q B*Ž . Ž .
y r B y B* , B / B*Ž .
B B*~n B s ,Ž .2 d q BŽ .
, B s B*¢ ž /dB B BsB*
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¡ g B , K y g B*, KŽ . Ž .
y , B / B*
B y B*~l B s ,Ž .1
›
y g B*, K , B s B*Ž .Ž .¢
› B
¡ f I , L y f I*, LŽ . Ž .
y , I / I*
I y I*~l I sŽ .2
›
y f I*, L , I s I*Ž .Ž .¢
› I
1 1¡
y r B y B* , B / B*Ž .
K B , I K B*, IŽ . Ž .1 1~j B , I s ,Ž .1 y1 ›
K B*, I , B s B*Ž .Ž .12¢ › BK B*, IŽ .1
1 1¡
y r I y I* , I / I*Ž .
K B*, I K B*, I*Ž . Ž .1 1~j B*, I s .Ž .2 y1 ›
K B*, I* , I s I*Ž .Ž .12¢ › IK B*, I*Ž .1
Ž .We note from 6.6 and the mean value theorem that
< < < < < <h B F r , p F h B F p , p F n B F p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 0 2 1 4 1 5
< < < < < <q F n B F q , r F l B F r , r F l I F r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 3 0 1 3 2 4
< < 2 < < 2j B , I F r rK , j B , I F r rK , A3Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 m 2 2 m
ÇNow V can further be written as the sum of the quadratics,
1 12 2ÇV s y a N y N* q a N y N* B y B* y a B y B*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .11 12 222 2
1 12 2y a B y B* q a B y B* I y I* y a I y I*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .22 23 332 2
1 12 2y a I y I* q a I y I* N y N* y a N y N* ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .33 31 112 2
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where
r0
a s , a s h B y r Nj B , I y bq B rB ,Ž . Ž . Ž .11 12 1 0 1K B*, I*Ž .1
a s a I*n B q bN*n B q l B , a s a h B y a p B rB ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .22 1 2 1 23 1 2
a s l I , a s yr Nj B*, I .Ž . Ž .33 2 31 0 2
ÇSufficient conditions for V to be negative definite are that the following
inequalities hold:
a2 - a a , A4Ž .12 11 22
a2 - a a , A5Ž .23 22 33
a2 - a a . A6Ž .31 33 11
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since 3.7a « A4 , 3.7b « A5 , 3.7c « A6 , we conclude that V is a
w x ULiapunov function 5, 11 with respect to E whose domain contains the17
region V , thus proving the theorem.1
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